First Impressions of DCK

by wtfisthatkid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose: T+ 0:00</th>
<th>80 mg</th>
<th>insufflated</th>
<th>Deschloroketamine</th>
<th>powder / crystals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Body weight: 128 lbs

Before I start, note that I have a high disso tolerance, and my dosages are not good examples for new users.

Anyways, I received my batch of DCK [source] yesterday. The first day I started off by insufflating an amount my scale can’t accurately read. I’d guess roughly 5mg. After an hour without adverse effects I proceeded to weigh out 50mg, and split it into 3 lines.

I proceeded to take the first line, and waited for first effects. One of these lines left me wondering if I was off baseline or if this was placebo, as I was experiencing minimal, almost none, dissociation at the time. Roughly twenty minutes later, I insufflated the second line. After a few minutes, this dose seemed to reinforce that I was off baseline, as I was slightly more dissociated than before.

So, I dosed again after roughly fifteen minutes this time. This brought me to a familiar space which I think most resembles the first plateau of a DXM high—Still in the same world, however things seem remarkably different, clearly disso’d however things retain most of their normalcy. Later on that day, I would dose again multiple times, with lines of roughly the same size. I eventually became profoundly dissociated, and the effects of this particular substance will be discussed later.

Today, I started off with a roughly 80mg line (Again, I have a tolerance to dissos! Start low, you can always add more.) insufflated. Within 5 minutes, the first dissociative effects were felt. 10 minutes in, the dissociative effects were very pronounced. 20 minutes in, full effects seem to have taken place. The headspace is quite smooth and complex. It reminds me a lot of the headspace I obtained in my first run of DXM trips.

I have a very colorful, vibrant, view of the reality around me. Time dilation is very pronounced. There is a prominent numbness, or disconnection from my body, possibly more than even ketamine can provide. This chemical at high doses seems to take me to a place in between where DXM and K took me before. All in all, it feels as if Ketamine and DXM had a child, this would be it.

So far, this substance seems very promising to me. It provides its own very unique dissociation, and is a very potent chemical. It feels very forgiving, although, I haven’t done anything too ridiculous with it yet. It’s not a ketamine replacement, nor a DXM replacement, nor a MXE replacement (I missed the MXE train, so maybe I can’t speak on this) but rather it is a drug with great potential in its own right.

https://www.erowid.org/experiences/exp.php?ID=107772
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